SHqIP: The Vietnam Project
Prologue
“We will paint our faces black!” was my actors’ immediate response to
how we would portray the African-American characters in our play.
“No,” I quickly said, “that is not an option.” “But that’s what makeup is
for, isn’t it?” they asked. I paused a moment, sighed and said, “No, not
where I come from.” They paused and then asked, “Pse?” Why,
indeed… and so our exploration of a difficult past began. Not just one
past, but many pasts, now converging in this one production.
The year was 2012, and I was a Fulbright Scholar to Kosova,
where I taught at the University of Prishtina and also directed the
graduating male actors in their diploma production at the
National Theatre. My ten men all were Albanian Kosovars, from
towns scattered throughout this tiny country, and of Islamic
heritage if more by culture than by practice. All were in their
mid-to-late 20s but just now finishing their undergraduate
degrees due to the years lost during the Kosovar War. A few
could converse in English, but none was fluent, and none ever
had visited the U.S. And they all were white.
The play chosen to showcase these actors was a fitting but
curious choice. Njerez Me Shpresa Te Thyera or “Men with
Broken Hopes” had been written by Shaip Grabovci and
produced forty years earlier at the National Theatre in Prishtina
during the height of the Vietnam War. Written in Albanian, the
play told the story of American soldiers returning from Vietnam
on a troop ship. Most were wounded, physically or
psychologically; most had come from lower socio-economic
backgrounds and had hoped that the military might afford an escape from their poverty back
home. Two of the soldiers were black; while their finances indeed had improved, they sadly had
discovered that the war offered little escape from either racism or discrimination. War and
wounds, poverty and discrimination…all were men with broken hopes.
Although my actors knew little about Vietnam and never had
never even met an American soldier, the connection between
them and the characters they would portray couldn’t have been
stronger.
Since I had difficulty pronouncing the play’s title correctly, I
referred to our production as “the Vietnam play” and then later
simply and metaphorically as “SHqIP,” since the setting was on a
ship and the play was written and would be performed in Shqip,

which means Albanian. Given that I couldn’t speak Albanian and
that most of my actors couldn’t converse readily in English, I
hired a translator, who helped translate the script and then
assisted me at most rehearsals.
Our journey together on this ship would last over three months,
and the waters rarely ever were calm. Every rehearsal became an
exercise in confronting the past, or rather pasts…theirs, mine,
ours. But to do so hinged on three fundamental and inextricably
intertwined issues: language, race and ethnicity, and war.
Language
The challenges posed by language were vast and nuanced, both in
our daily communication with each other and in our dealings with
the script. Kosovar Albanians speak a northern mountain dialect
called Gheg, which differs greatly from the Tosk dialect spoken
in most of Albania. For generations, the Ghegs of the Kosovar
region in Yugoslavia had been separated physically from their
southern Tosk-speaking brothers in Albania. Cold war politics
and strong willed dictators had ensured this. Yet, in an attempt to
codify and regulate the language, two pan-Albanian conferences were held between 1968 and
1972; these resulted in a decision to adopt a single language that might be used by all Albanians.
This official Albanian, often referred to as “letrare,” was derived
from approximately 80% Tosk, already spoken in Albania, and
10-15% from the Gheg spoken in Kosova, with the remainder
coming from other southern dialects. The sublimation of the
minority Gheg dialect to the more widely spoken Tosk may have
stemmed from necessity and practicality, but it also fostered a
notion of the Gheg dialect and its native speakers as lesser and,
arguably, inferior.
Still, letrare was the language of our play, just as it was the only accepted form of Albanian
performed at the National Theatre. The problem was that some of my actors had difficulty
reading and speaking letrare correctly, just as many of my American students struggle with
Shakespeare’s language. Letrare didn’t fit my actors and it certainly didn’t fit the characters they
were to play.
Race & Ethnicity
Also critical to the text and our production was how we would
address race and ethnicity. Our problem was that the actors and
I shared little understanding of social identity and difference. I
had grown up in rural Georgia in the 1960s and was
enculturated to understand social difference first and foremost
as a matter of race as determined by skin color. And, in rural

Georgia, both by law and practice, people of different races did not mix; they couldn’t marry
each other or go to school together. It wasn’t until 1971, when I was in sixth grade, that courtordered busing forced our schools to integrate and I, for the first time, sat in a classroom with
children as black as I was white. Although none of this ensured parity or equality, it was a start
but one with which we sadly still struggle today.
For my actors, though, social difference had little if anything to
do with skin color and appearance. For them, difference was
about ethnicity, a matter of heritage, language, religion, and
customs. My actors didn’t think of themselves as Kosovars;
rather, they were Albanians who lived in a region called Kosova.
They had been part of a war fought against a rival ethnic group,
the Serbians, for possession and control of piece of land half the
size of Vermont, but a land that both groups called home. Under
Tito, they had been forced to coexist, but with the dismantling of Yugoslavia, this all changed as
wars erupted and new nations emerged based primarily on ethnicity.
War
Perhaps our greatest challenge was dealing with war itself, for
Vietnam had occurred decades before my actors were born and
was only a murky, childhood memory for me. What I knew of
Vietnam came primarily from my own father, who had served
two, year-long tours there in the 1960s. As a child, I grew up
hearing countless stories about ‘Nam. Most were innocuous
recountings of his encounters with the locals; many tales were
funny, and a few were scary, but none truly conveyed the
horrors of what he had experienced. Whether this was to spare
his children or himself, I’ll never know. For me, the Vietnam War, like all wars, was just a story.
For my ten actors, however, war was very real and something
each of them had experienced directly. During the Kosovar War
of 1998-1999, most had been in their early teens, but their
memories were keen and their scars still unhealed. During our
many weeks of rehearsal, my actors gradually shared their stories
of the war. A couple had been able to secure refuge with relatives
in other countries; they were the lucky ones. Many others had
been forced from their homes and towns, sometimes by gunpoint
in the middle of the night. One actor had spent an entire winter
hiding in the forest with his mother and younger siblings, while the older men in his family
fought with the KLA. Another actor had escaped on foot with his family with only the clothes on
their backs over the mountains into Albania as they watched their village burn. Worst of all and
not shared with me until the week we opened was one actor’s choked recollection of seeing the
men in his village rounded up and his own teacher shot in front of him. These young men knew
war; I did not.

How then were we to answer all of these different pasts now coming to present in our
production?
The Production
Our production process began in late February, as Fjolla, my
translator, and I worked through the script line by line. She first
would provide a verbatim oral translation of each scene and
then would explain any colloquialisms and references that I,
otherwise, would not have understood. I audiotaped our
sessions, with one audiofile for each of the play’s 29 scenes,
and then I transcribed them manually in paraphrase form—not
ideal but workable. The actors and I then began in early March with a week of “table work” to
explore the text and to discover ways to “marry” the Albanian-language script with Gheg actors
with U.S. history and an American director. Since this production counted as a regular class, we
met most week nights in a loft studio at the university.
Since the play’s action was continuous, I combined the two acts into one and, with the help of
my translator and permission from the playwright, began trimming the text to a more
manageable 90 minutes that would be performed without intermission. I never had a final, stable
text, and, instead worked from something more closely resembling an Elizabethan promptbook.
Even in performance, the dialogue varied depending on the actors’ sense of the moment and their
memory. They loved to improvise, but I never knew. So it goes, when you don’t speak the
language.
Our solution for depicting race was simple and completely
avoided the makeup issue: the actors playing black soldiers wore
black t-shirts under their uniforms, while the others wore white.
Since the climate onboard the ship was hot and humid, the
regular soldiers spent most of the play in these defining
undershirts, while the sole officer onboard, Captain Rubin, was
the only one to wear a complete, though not necessarily accurate,
uniform. Our audiences understood the convention immediately.
Less simple to solve was the use of defamatory language when
two of the white soldiers insult their black sergeant, a fellow
draftee who had been promoted only their regular white
sergeant was killed in battle. The Albanian text employs two
adjectives related to color: zezak or the color black and ngryrsur
or dark; neither word is patently offensive. I asked the actors if
there was another word we might substitute, but they noted that
their language lacked anything comparable to what they had
heard on American television. Our decision again was simple: when the white soldiers spoke
descriptively, they employed the Albanian terms, but when they insulted the black sergeant, they

called him a “nigger,” which our television-savvy audience members realized was appropriately
inappropriate.
Our boldest language choice and perhaps our strongest
production decision resulted in our depiction of status and
socio-economic divisions. In the play, there are two distinctly
different social dynamics onboard this ship: most prevalent is
that of the regular, enlisted soldiers; the second occurs when
Captain Ruben, an officer, enters and shifts their world from the
ordinary and casual to the official and formal. With permission
from the playwright, we rewrote the dialogue so that the official
letrare as originally written was spoken only when the captain was present. At all other times,
the men spoke Gheg, including their own separate village sub-dialects. This highly
unconventional choice and its effect on the audience at the premiere was palpable, particularly
among the younger audience members, who had never heard their own dialect used, at least so
pervasively at the National Theatre.
Creating some sense of military and historical accuracy posed its
own challenges that ended up being quite fun to solve. The script
required several songs at key dramatic moments, so we
incorporated popular American folk songs associated with the
Vietnam War, such as the Ballad of the Green Berets. Mimicking
a convention used often in film, our soldier singers would begin
in Gheg and then move to English for most of the song and then
finally back to Albanian to finish and then resume the dialogue.
To create more authenticity in the ways the actors presented themselves physically, we were
joined at one evening’s run-through by three American soldiers from nearby Camp Bondsteele.
They watched the run and then provided a crash course on how to act like a soldier. At another
night’s rehearsal, we explored my father’s own photos and personal stories from Vietnam and
then Skype video called my brother, a retired Air Force Lt. Colonel, to talk about the lifestyle
and behavioral differences between enlisted soldiers and commissioned officers.
When we finally moved to the National Theatre, we were
afforded six nights to rehearse before our two-night run in the
National’s small theatre, the Skena e Vogël, a flexible space
that easily accommodated our needs and 100+ audience
members. On opening night, we were joined by VIPs from the
theatre, and the American Embassy; they sat in chairs around
the perimeter, while most of the regular audience sat on risers
placed at the far ends of the long, rectangular space.

Despite a delayed curtain cause by a city-wide brown-out, the
performance went off without any too obvious errors. Afterwards, there was a reception with many from the audience,
mainly family members, shaking my hand and heralding the
evening a success…as was the second and final performance the
next night. The local print and online publications also were
laudatory, or so I was told. So it goes, when you don’t speak the
language.
And, in the long run, it really didn’t matter: my actors were
proud, as was I. At the cast party, they presented me with my
own qeleshe and proclaimed me an honorary Albanian. They
hugged me in Albanian fashion and called me brother. And then
a couple weeks later, I left Kosova. Mirupafshim.
The men of SHqIP and I have stayed in touch in the years since
and I have been able to share their joy at getting married and
having children and also their loss, as many of them have lost family members. Through
Facebook we quickly share the present, which, just as quickly becomes our past. So it goes…
Epilogue
Last fall, I wrote to our playwright Shaip, and asked if I might have
permission to produce his play at my university in the U.S. He was
delighted and gave us carte blanche to adapt as needed to make the story
and its characters more accessible to American audiences. We spent
weeks struggling with the same three issues and then ran for five nights
as the inaugural production in a new theatre on our campus. This
production also was deemed an artistic success and was perceived as
honest in its depiction of war and of these men with broken hopes. My
actors were proud, as was I, but it never quite had the heart and soul of
our SHqIP back in Kosova.
Now in our few remaining minutes, I’d love to share a clip from the production in Kosova.
— David A. McTier, Ph.D., U.S. Fulbright Scholar to Romania
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